Stochastic population dynamics in a Markovian environment implies Taylor's power law of fluctuation scaling.
Taylor's power law of fluctuation scaling (TL) states that for population density, population abundance, biomass density, biomass abundance, cell mass, protein copy number, or any other nonnegative-valued random variable in which the mean and the variance are positive, variance=a(mean)(b),a>0, or equivalently log variance=loga+b×log mean. Many empirical examples and practical applications of TL are known, but understanding of TL's origins and interpretations remains incomplete. We show here that, as time becomes large, TL arises from multiplicative population growth in which successive random factors are chosen by a Markov chain. We give exact formulas for a and b in terms of the Markov transition matrix and the values of the successive multiplicative factors. In this model, the mean and variance asymptotically increase exponentially if and only if b>2 and asymptotically decrease exponentially if and only if b<2.